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Abstract
An adaptive resource reservation and handoff priority scheme, which jointly considers the
characteristics from the physical, link and network layers, is proposed for a packet switch-
ing Multicode (MC)-CDMA cellular network supporting multimedia applications. A call
admission region is derived for call admission control (CAC) and handoff management
with the satisfaction of quality of service (QoS) requirements for all kinds of multimedia
traffic, where the QoS parameters include the wireless transmission bit error rate (BER),
the packet loss rate (PLR) and delay requirement. The BER requirement is guaranteed
by properly arranging simultaneous packet transmissions, whereas the PLR and delay
requirements are guaranteed by the proposed packet scheduling and partial packet integra-
tion scheme. To give service priority to handoff calls, a threshold-based adaptive resource
reservation scheme is proposed on the basis of a practical user mobility model and a proper
handoff request prediction scheme. The resource reservation scheme gives handoff calls a
higher admission priority over new calls, and is designed to adjust the reservation-request
time threshold adaptively according to the varying traffic load. The individual reservation
requests form a common reservation pool, and handoff calls are served on a first-come-
first-serve basis. By exploiting the transmission rate adaptability of video calls to the
available radio resources, the resources freed from rate-adaptive high-quality video calls
by service degradation can be further used to prioritize handoff calls. With the proposed
iii
resource reservation and handoff priority scheme, the dynamic properties of the system can
be closely captured and a better grade of service (GoS) in terms of new call blocking and
handoff call dropping probabilities(rates) can be achieved compared to other schemes in lit-
erature. Numerical results are presented to show the improvement of the GoS performance
and the efficient utilization of the radio resources.
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1.1 Wireless communications system
Wireless communications have experienced enormous growth over the last decade and the
communication world is becoming more mobile than ever. Mobile cellular systems have
evolved from the first generation analog system, such as AMPS (Advanced Mobile Phone
System) and ETACS (European Total Access Cellular System), to the second generation
digital systems, such as GSM (Global System for Mobile) and IS-95 cdmaOne. The parallel,
rapid growth in mobile and Internet-based services is the driving force for the development
of the third generation mobile system (3G). The 3G systems can provide traditional voice
services as an extension of the wireline telephone systems, and support mobile multimedia
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and mobile Internet-based services of the future. The data transmission rate is at least
144 kbps in vehicle speed, 384 kbps in pedestrian speed and up to 2 Mbps for indoor
and picocell environment. 3G systems allow both circuit switching and packet switching
wireless transmissions, which make it possible to provide advanced and flexible quality of
service (QoS) support and efficient radio resource utilization. A goal of 3G systems is to
provide universal coverage and to enable users to be capable of seamless roaming between
multiple networks so as to provide mobile users with services anywhere anytime. The
activities of the 3G standardization and development have focused on the radio interface
proposals for IMT-2000/UMTS 1, including cdma2000 (code division multiple access) from
North America [1], WCDMA (wideband CDMA) from Europe [2] and Japan [5], and Global
CDMA from Korea [3][4]. Among these terrestrial radio interface proposals, WCDMA and
cdma2000 have drawn much more attention than the others and likely emerged as the two
dominant 3G radio transmission technologies.
WCDMA The WCDMA specification [29] was created in 3GPP (the Third Generation
Partnership Project), which is the joint standardization project of the standardiza-
tion bodies from Europe, Japan, Korea, the USA and China. Within 3GPP, the
3G system is called UMTS, which employs the WCDMA radio interface and is back-
ward compatible with GSM/GPRS (Global System for Mobile/General Packet Radio
1International Mobile Telecommunications-2000/Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
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Service) core networks.
cdma2000 cdma2000 is a multi-carrier CDMA radio transmission technique standardized
by 3GPP2 (the Third Generation Partnership Project 2) [34][35][36][37]. cdma2000
is designed to be backward compatible with IS-95-A/B.
The main system characteristics and parameters of WCDMA and cdma2000 are listed
and compared in Table. 1.1. In comparison, WCDMA and cdma2000 have some sim-
ilarities, but differ in the chip rate and channel structure. In the best circumstances,
some harmonization will occur between cdma2000 and WCDMA, facilitating deployment
of hardware capable of supporting both systems.
A typical wireless cellular communication network consists of three components: mobile
station, base station and mobile switching center with connections to link these compo-
nents.
• Mobile Station (MS). An MS can be as simple as a cellular phone or as complex as
a multimedia terminal with a wireless access card.
• Base Station (BS). The service area of a wireless network is divided into a number
of cells. A BS ensures the radio coverage of a cell area and provides an entry point
to the wireline networks.
• Mobile Switching Center (MSC). An MSC is responsible for switching functions nec-
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Table 1.1: WCDMA vs. cdma2000
Characteristics WCDMA cdma2000
Channel bandwidth 5 MHz 1.25, 5 MHz
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps 3.68 Mcps
Forward link RF chan-
nel structure
Direct spreading Multi-carrier or direct spreading
Synchronous Asynchronous Synchronous
Multirate Variable spreading and multicode Variable spreading and multicode
Frame duration 10 ms/ 20 ms (optional) 20 ms for data and control/5 ms
for control information on the
fundamental and dedicated con-
trol channel
Forward pilot Common code-multiplexed, dedi-
cated time-multiplexed
Common code-multiplexed
Spreading Variable length orthogonal se-
quences for channel separation,
long Gold codes for user separa-
tion
Variable length Walsh sequences
for channel separation, long M-
sequence for user separation
Power control Open and fast closed-loop (1.6
kHz)
Open and fast closed-loop (800
Hz)
essary to interconnect MS’s to the fixed network. It is a central coordinating element
for a set of BS’s.
• Connection. MS’s are connected to networks with radio links, and BS and MSC’s
are connected with high speed wired links.
With the rapid growth of wireless communication and access requirements, enormous
recent developments have been undertaken by both academia and industry to make effi-
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cient utilization of the limited radio resources. Cell capacity can be expanded by introduc-
ing advanced CDMA platform, such as multicarrier architecture [27], deploying adaptive
antenna arrays [24][40], using orthogonal spreading sequence sets [64][68][61], cell sector-
ization [60][59], cell splitting, etc. Though cell splitting increases the system capacity, it
introduces a handoff problem induced by user mobility. When a mobile user moves from
one cell to another, the MS should be served by the new cell in order to maintain service
continuity. Handoff, which is one of the most critical subjects for cellular wireless networks,
is the focus of this thesis.
1.2 Handoff in mobile systems
Handoff refers to the process in which an MS switches its connection from one BS to another
BS to maintain service continuity with quality of service satisfaction. Furthermore, in the
wireline network, a path rerouting procedure may take place if the current BS and the new
BS are associated with two different MSC’s. A handoff process consists of three phases:
initiation phase, execution phase and path rerouting phase.
1. Initiation. The handoff initiation phase includes monitoring of the current radio
channel conditions and identifying the need to initiate a handoff process. Received
pilot signal strength (RPSS), signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), bit error rate (BER)
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and distance are usually used to evaluate radio link quality among which the most
commonly used indicator is RPSS for its simplicity.
2. Execution. The handoff execution phase includes the allocation of radio resources
and the exchange of control signals.
3. Path rerouting. Since an MSC can only accommodate a limited number of BS’s,
when an MS moves to a new BS served by a different MSC, a path rerouting phase
will take place to find an optimal connection based on network topology and traffic
load distribution in each subnetwork.
1.2.1 Handoff categories
According to the BS or MSC involved in the handoff process, handoff can be classified
into intra-cell handoff between sectors within a cell, intra-switch handoff between cells
under the control of the same MSC and inter-switch handoff between cells belonging to
two different MSC’s. On the basis of the detection strategies employed, the handoff process
can be divided into mobile controlled handoff (MCHO), network controlled handoff (NCHO)
and mobile assisted handoff (MAHO). In MCHO, the MS is completely in control of the
handoff process. The MS measures the signal strengths from all its neighboring BS’s and
initiates a handoff process when necessary. One critical defect of MCHO is that the MS
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has no information on the connection quality of other users and traffic load distribution in
the system, and may trigger a handoff process in improper time epoch which will degrade
cell capacity utilization. In NCHO, the network performs the measurements and makes the
handoff decision. This type of handoff is not suitable for a rapidly varying communication
environment and a high density user situation because of the introduced delay [12]. An
MAHO distributes the measurement among MS’s. The network makes decisions based on
the feedback measurement reports. MAHO is widely used in second generation wireless
systems such as GSM and IS-95 [22]. Depending on the way handoff is initiated, it may be
soft or hard. Soft handoff is characterized by an MS having more than one radio connection
during the handoff process. This scheme becomes possible in CDMA systems because of
universal frequency reuse and the use of Rake receivers. In hard handoff, the old connection
is terminated before a new one is activated, so there is only one radio connection at any
point in the handoff process. Depending on whether an MS is having a call or not, there
are ordinary handoffs and idle handoffs. Idle handoff takes place when an MS crosses
the cell boundary while not in service. It is not accompanied by resource allocation and
path rerouting. An ordinary handoff happens when an MS with an ongoing call crosses





Wireless transmission relaxes the rigid fixed access point constraint and allows users
to roam within the service area. However, random user mobility raises a challeng-
ing issue that needs to be dealt with in wireless networks. Location management
and handoff are two main aspects of the user mobility issue [6][72][26][7]. Hand-
off is important for service continuity, especially for realtime services, when a user
roams around the service area. As the cell size shrinks to enhance system capacity,
an ongoing call may go through several handoffs during a call holding time which
increases the possibility of a call being dropped before it hangs up. When a user
randomly moves away from the serving BS, the required transmission power from
the MS increases in order to achieve the predefined QoS. The received power should
be closely monitored and a handoff process should be initiated at an appropriate
time so that there is neither excessive handoff, nor excessive straying of the MS from
its current BS. The time and manner in which a handoff is initiated are important
factors in a successful handoff. Also, a well designed handoff initiation algorithm
can reduce interference imposed on other ongoing users and potentially increase cell
capacity. When a handoff occurs, signaling exchanges between the serving and the
new BS’s are involved. Effective signaling exchanges should introduce as little delay
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as as possible in order to reduce the possibility of data loss. The new cell where an
MS is heading will execute resource allocation and try to provide the MS with the
same QoS as agreed at the call setup time. With the random quality of user mobility
and traffic loads in the system, the spare resource in the system is randomly varying
which makes it difficult to maintain the service continuity and the QoS satisfaction.
Therefore, intelligent resource allocation is essential for a successful handoff.
2. Radio transmission
The available frequency bands are subject to technical limitations and the usage of
the available radio frequency bands is regulated and coordinated by special organi-
zations. Unlike wireline network resources, which can be increased simply by adding
more devices, the available radio resource in wireless networks is very limited and
precious. Radio transmission experiences path loss and is distance-limited. Besides
large-scale attenuation due to path loss, wireless transmission also experiences slow
fading due to shadowing and fast fading due to reflection of transmitted signals.
Channel fading causes high transmission error rate. Power control is one way to
smooth out transmission errors and deal with the hostile communication environ-
ment. Channel fading increases the system resources required to achieve the same
QoS requirement and thereby reduces the system capacity. Since signals are trans-
mitted in open air, transmissions from different users interfere with one another if
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they are using the same frequency band. Higher transmission power from one user
increases interference with other users which causes lower SIR and high bit error
rate. Therefore, wireless networks are also interference-limited, and the radio re-
source should be utilized efficiently. Efficient resource utilization should support as
many users as possible with the satisfaction of QoS requirements. In fact, under the
constraint of a low connection blocking rate, the resources can never be fully utilized.
3. Multimedia service
Future wireless networks are expected to support both traditional voice service and
Internet-based multimedia services with a wide range of QoS requirements in terms
of transmission rate, delay, bit error rate, packet loss rate (PLR), etc. For example,
voice and video are two types of realtime traffic that need immediate resource reallo-
cation and cannot tolerate delay in the handoff process. In addition, both voice and
video traffic are insensitive to tolerable data loss. Voice traffic has constant informa-
tion generation rate during speech state, while a video source usually has variable
information generation rate in an active period. On the other hand, non-realtime
data traffic has strict packet loss rate requirements, but is insensitive to delay. Re-
sources can be allocated to data transmission only when all other types of realtime
traffic have been scheduled for transmission. In a system supporting all types of
traffic, different amounts of resources should be allocated to different types of traffic
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in order to satisfy their respective QoS requirements. Services requiring higher QoS
require more resources. Multimedia services coexisting in a system make the handoff
process a comprehensive issue. In CDMA, the resource sharing property raises the
opportunity to multiplex different types of traffic flexibly and to improve radio re-
source utilization. The coordination of different types of traffic to the satisfaction of
their QoS requirements while capturing the CDMA transmission characteristics for
efficient radio resource utilization is a challenging problem.
1.3 Related research work on handoff
An enormous amount of research work on handoff has been carried on since wireless com-
munication came into being. As cell size is ever decreasing to enhance system capacity,
handoff issues draw ever more attention in both academic and industry areas.
1.3.1 Cell capacity and call admission region derivation
Since handoff strategies go hand in hand with call admission control (CAC) schemes, cell
capacity and call admission region must be determined on the basis either of online inter-
ference estimation, such as in [50][43], or of offline statistical calculation of the maximum
acceptable number of users as in [42][65][28]. Practical capacity analysis for CDMA sys-
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tems has been a challenging issue, especially in the presence of channel fading, imperfect
power control, user mobility and multimedia services.
Power control is a basic system requirement for CDMA systems to combat the near-far
problem so that the received powers at the BS from the same type of calls are the same
to achieve the same QoS. In a CDMA system supporting heterogeneous traffic, power
control can also be used to achieve a required power for each type of call in order to limit
the multiple access interference (MAI) to other users. In 3G WCDMA and cdma2000
systems, the reverse link closed-loop power control keeps the signal-to-interference ratio of
each connection at a target value. As the relatively fast variations associated with Rayleigh
fading may at times be too rapid to be tracked by closed-loop power control, the target SIR
cannot be guaranteed all the time. The effect of imperfect power control on cell capacity
derivation has been discussed in [65][39].
The variability of the user spatial density due to mobility can impact significantly on
offered traffic characteristics and hence on the CDMA radio interface capacity, especially
in a microcellular environment. Impact of user mobility on cell capacity is investigated in
[71][10].
Cell capacity of a system supporting multimedia services with different transmission
rate and BER requirements has been discussed in detail in [49][18][67][65]. Multicode
CDMA is a promising technology for the support of multimedia services, wherein each
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user employs a number of orthogonal codes for variable transmission rate satisfaction while
semi-orthogonal pseudo-random codes are used for separation between users. The capacity
of a multicode CDMA system supporting multimedia services is investigated in [42][9].
A media access control (MAC) protocol regulates how different users share and com-
pete for the available system capacity. A packet scheduling scheme in the MAC protocol
coordinates the packet transmission from different users so that: i) the required packet de-
lay and packet loss requirements of different users can be guaranteed, and ii) high packet
throughput can be achieved to accept more users. An efficient packet scheduling scheme
can extend the call admission region and improve call level performance in terms of new
call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities while improving resource utilization
efficiency [32].
1.3.2 Resource reservation
Since from a user’s point of view, dropping a handoff call in progress is more annoying
than blocking a new call at the time of call setup, handoff calls are given higher admission
priority than new calls to reduce the probability of forced termination [19][55][69]. Re-
source reservation is an efficient way to prioritize handoff calls. In [46][15], a fixed number
of channels are reserved exclusively for handoff calls. Fixed channel reservation has the
risk of increasing new call blocking probability and under-utilizing the radio resources. To
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reduce the probability of handoff call dropping, it is better to have some knowledge of
user mobility information so that the resources are reserved for potential handoff calls.
User mobility information is determined by a user’s location, velocity and acceleration.
Different approaches have been proposed to predict future user mobility information from
present and past mobility information. In [76], a mathematical formulation is developed
for systematically tracking the random movement of an MS in a cellular environment. A
hierarchical user mobility model, together with appropriate pattern matching and Kalman
filtering techniques are used in [48] for user mobility estimation and prediction to improve
the connection reliability and bandwidth efficiency. A fuzzy logic estimator for mobile
positioning using received signal strengths is proposed in [63]. Dynamic channel reserva-
tion schemes based on user mobility are designed to decrease the handoff call dropping
probability while keeping the new call blocking probability as low as possible [44][52][16].
Probabilistic channel reservation is another efficient way to improve resource utilization
[17][66][75] wherein the probability of the potential number of calls that will be handed
off from neighboring cells is estimated, and resources are reserved dynamically reflecting
the current cell occupancy status and the user mobility. Zhuang et al [75] also propose a
resource reservation scheme based on measurement of the received pilot signal strength.
Each MS keeps listening to the pilot signal from neighboring BS’s to detect the time epoch
when handoff shall be triggered to a target cell with the strongest RPSS value. To improve
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resource utilization, reserved resources are usually used as a common reservation pool for all
the coming handoff calls[13][14][30]. While dynamic resource reservation schemes achieve
better performance measures in a non-stationary communications environment, they also
introduce additional computation and signaling loads to the system.
1.3.3 Transmission rate adaptation
As future communication networks are expected to handle a variety of traffic types, handoff
in mixed media, especially in the mixed voice-data cellular networks, have been widely
studied. Performance measures such as call blocking and call dropping probabilities are
applicable only to realtime traffic, but may not be suitable for data traffic. Packet loss rate
and transmission delay are more suitable for data traffic evaluations. In [53][54][11], two-
dimensional traffic models are proposed to support voice and data traffic simultaneously.
As data is a time-insensitive service, handoff data packets that cannot be transmitted at
arrival are queued. The queued handoff data packets can even be transferred from the
buffer in the old BS to that in the target BS when the mobile user slips far into the target
cell. Since data traffic does not ask for immediate resource allocation in handoff process,
more attention has been put on realtime multimedia systems wherein resource management
and handoff play an important role in service continuity and QoS assurance [51][57]. In [73],
resource reservation is based on local information alone. A Wiener prediction scheme and
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a time series analytical method are applied to estimate potential resources for the coming
multimedia handoff calls. A dynamic bandwidth sharing scheme is proposed in [31], where
realtime traffic can borrow the necessary bandwidth from existing non-realtime traffic when
the available bandwidth in the target cell is insufficient. However, resource reservation for
broadband multimedia traffic has the risk of under-utilizing radio resources. A sub-rating
channel assignment strategy for handoffs in a system with homogeneous service is proposed
by Lin et al. [47] which reduces handoff call dropping probability by temporarily dividing a
full-rate channel into two half-rate channels, one to serve the existing call and the other to
serve the handoff call. For cellular multimedia wireless networks, this scheme exploits the
ability of mobile users to tolerate some degradation in QoS. In fact, this is true for most
multimedia services involving voice and video applications where multi-level or hierarchical
source/channel coding schemes can be used. Reference [74] introduces two classes of traffic.
The first class is assumed to be an adaptive QoS class that accepts channel sub-rating,
while the other does not accept QoS degradation. However, a simple sub-rating scheme is
not practical for a multimedia CDMA system due to its time-variant call admission region,




In summary, though research work on handoff has been extensively done. Most of the
schemes and algorithms proposed in literature are specific on only one or two aspects of
handoff. A more comprehensive research which can accommodate all the above listed issues
in handoff is expected to be proposed and studied.
1.4 Research motivation and objectives
The evolution of wireline to wireless communications has freed users from fixed access
points, and realized communications anywhere at anytime. Mobility is one of the essential
issues in cellular wireless networks, and handoff is an integral part of mobility manage-
ment. In the literature, user mobility characteristics are simplified with exponentially
distributed cell residence time, which is also the inter-handoff time. However, the expo-
nential inter-handoff time assumption underestimates the handoff rates, which leads to
an actual dropping probability higher than that designed for cellular networks [20]. To
deal with a dynamic system with highly random user movement, an appropriate mobility
model which can mimic the behavior of human movements and represent the traffic flow
among cells is required. It is quite difficult, if not impossible, to provide accurate and tight
statistical models for randomly varying system parameters and even when a statistical
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model is available, only long run average performance measures can be provided. Conse-
quently, measurement-based approaches have received much attention for their ability to
capture the non-stationary characteristics of user mobility, propagation loss, traffic load,
etc. Adaptive strategies based on the measured parameters can closely track the varying
system parameters to guarantee the required QoS at all times. Considerable research work
has been conducted in handoff and resource management, but it is a challenging task to
apply measurement-based approaches to adaptively handle the time-variant handoff at-
tempts with different mobility information and traffic characteristics, while keeping a low
rate of new call blocking events. Handoff prioritization is a requirement from a user’s point
of view, while viewed from a service provider’s perspective, revenue maximization with the
promised QoS provisioning is the first concern. Scarce radio resources are expected to be
efficiently utilized; namely, an efficient resource management scheme shall admit as many
users as possible.
Different system characteristics at the physical, link and network layers may be corre-
lated, and consideration of the individual layer in isolation can lead to inefficient resource
utilization and bring up problems in QoS provisioning. Research at the physical layer
studies the cell capacity in terms of simultaneously transmitted packets with different
transmission rates and bit energy-to-interference density ratio requirements; there is no
consideration of traffic characteristics, link layer packet loss and delay requirements and
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network layer connection blocking and resource utilization at physical layer studies. Packet
scheduling at the link layer, CAC and handoff at the network layer are performed based on
the physical layer analysis. Packet scheduling is necessary to coordinate the transmission
rate, packet loss rate and packet delay of different traffic types to satisfy the packet level
QoS requirements and to achieve high throughput for a given number of users. A well
designed packet scheduling scheme shall expand the call admission region for better call
accommodation. The number of admitted users is determined by CAC and handoff at the
network layer. If a CAC scheme cannot admit enough users, it may be impossible for the
packet scheduling scheme to achieve the best packet throughput and the call level connec-
tion blocking requirement may not be satisfied; while if a CAC admits an excessive number
of users, it may cause network congestion, and the required QoS may not be ensured. Also,
a CAC scheme should make an admission decision for a user such that once admitted, a
call receives guaranteed QoS throughout its life-time.
The motivation of this research is to address handoff issues in integrated multimedia
wireless cellular networks by taking the propagation environment, user mobility, traffic
characteristics, and traffic load variations into consideration. Specifically, the objective
of this research is to propose and to evaluate the performance of handoff management
schemes, which can:
• integrate the physical and link layer analysis for an effective call admission region
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derivation;
• provide a measurement-based adaptive resource reservation strategy for handoff with
different user mobility patterns and traffic load variations and subject to handoff
prioritization and efficient radio resource utilization;
• provide an efficient CAC and handoff scheme to accommodate integrated narrow-
band voice and broadband multimedia services by taking advantage of the different
traffic characteristics in wireless transmissions.
1.5 Contributions of the thesis
The main contributions of this thesis are listed as follows:
• uplink cell capacity is properly estimated for a cellular CDMA network;
• an efficient packet scheduling and partial packet integration scheme is proposed to
guarantee the packet loss rate requirements of different traffics;
• a call admission region is effectively derived for call admission control and handoff
management;
• the relation between the packet error rate due to wireless transmission and the packet
loss rate due to link layer congestion is derived and discussed;
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• a user mobility model mimicking practical user movement is applied to the resource
reservation scheme for accurate handoff prediction;
• a reservation-request time threshold is introduced in an adaptive resource reservation
scheme for better handoff performance and resource utilization.
• a pooling algorithm is proposed to improve multiplexing gain, to eliminate false
resource reservation and to simplify the signaling process;
• an adaptive handoff priority scheme supporting multimedia services is proposed and
its performance is evaluated.
1.6 Overview of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 defines the system model,
including the system structure, MAC layer structure, wireless propagation model, traffic
model, and QoS and grade of service (GoS) parameters definition. Uplink cell capacity es-
timation and call admission region derivation are presented in Chapter 3. A measurement-
based adaptive resource reservation strategy for handoff is proposed and its performance
is evaluated in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 proposes an adaptive handoff priority scheme for
wireless MC-CDMA cellular networks supporting multimedia applications. Numerical re-
sults are presented in Chapter 6 to evaluate the proposed resource reservation and handoff
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priority scheme. Concluding remarks and future research work are given in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Proposed Research
In this chapter, we first present the proposed research. Then the CDMA system structure
and the scope of this research are defined.
2.1 Proposed research
In a packet switching wireless cellular system, the overall packet error rate for a connection
includes on the one hand, a packet error rate in the physical layer wireless transmissions
caused by interference due to other transmissions, channel fading and ambient noise, and
on the other hand, a link layer packet loss rate caused by the failed scheduling of packets
with delay exceeding the required delay bound. As the wireline network has much larger
capacity than the wireless network, we ignore errors introduced in the wireline domain and
23
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focus on the wireless uplink transmission, namely the transmission from the mobile station
to the base station. Uplink cell capacity is limited by the maximum number of packets
that can be transmitted simultaneously with the satisfaction of the prescribed bit error rate
requirement. A predefined bit error rate is applied for all traffic classes to guarantee the
same performance in wireless transmission. Therefore, the uplink cell capacity derivation
is simplified as it is traffic independent and accordingly depends solely on communication
environments. For traffic types with different packet error rate requirements, the additional
error rate is converted from the link layer packet loss rate due to failed scheduling of packets
for transmission. On the basis of the uplink cell capacity, a packet scheduling scheme is
presented, which achieves different packet loss rate requirements among different traffic
types and satisfies a fair packet loss constraint among ongoing calls with the same traffic
type. The traffic characteristics at the call level and the packet loss constraint at the packet
level are applied to derive the call admission region, which is used by the serving mobile
switching center to execute call admission control and handoff management.
To give call admission priority to handoff calls over new calls, two handoff priority
schemes are proposed in this thesis. First, we propose a measurement-based adaptive re-
source reservation scheme. A reservation is made when a resource reservation request is
triggered through a threshold mechanism by monitoring the RPSSs. The RPSS difference
between the serving and the target BSs is used to determine whether a resource reserva-
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tion request and handoff process should be initiated or not. The RPSS difference rather
than the absolute RPSS value from the serving BS is used because CDMA is interference-
limited. An MS should always be connected to the BS with better communication quality
even though the RPSS from the serving BS is sufficient for satisfactory communication. To
balance the fast-moving-user handoff failure due to lack of reserved resources and the re-
sources wasted because of slow-moving users, a time threshold, which is the time remaining
until a handoff is expected to happen, is introduced for administering resource reservation.
This is based on the fact that the time during which a target BS prepares the requested
resources depends solely on the traffic load and service characteristics, not on user mobility.
A reservation request for a fast-moving user is triggered with much larger RPSS difference,
while for a slow-moving user the RPSS difference is much smaller. Therefore, the RPSS
difference adapts to different user mobility so that the amount of reserved resources can be
appropriately set aside and efficiently utilized. In addition, the effect of traffic load varia-
tions on the time threshold in resource reservation is also investigated. When the system
traffic load is heavy, it is desirable to initiate resource reservation requests early in order
for the target cell to have the requested resources ready before a handoff occurs. On the
other hand, in a light traffic load situation, the resource reservation requests can be sent
to the target BS late to eliminate excessive new call blocking events. An adaptive time
threshold can also capture the traffic burstiness. Thus, the reservation-request time thresh-
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old can adapt to the traffic load variations to achieve better performance. The reserved
resources for individual requests form a common reservation pool which is used exclusively
for handoff calls on a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) basis. This common reservation pool
for handoff calls can take advantage of multiplexing use of the available reserved resources
to decrease the handoff call dropping events.
In order to prioritize handoff calls further, an adaptive handoff priority scheme is pro-
posed, which adjusts the transmission rate of ongoing rate-adaptive calls to gain capacity
for handoff call prioritization. Whenever an incoming handoff call fails to be served with
either reserved resources or spare resources, a transmission rate renegotiation process is
triggered to degrade the service of any high-quality rate-adaptive call in progress in order
to accept the handoff call. The service degradation process can continue till either the
handoff call is admitted or there is no high-quality rate-adaptive call in the cell. The
scheme aims to decrease the handoff call dropping probability without increasing the new
call blocking probability.
The novelty of the proposed research includes (i) the transformation of different packet
error rate requirements for different types of traffic to different packet loss rate require-
ments in the packet scheduling scheme, (ii) the joint consideration of the physical, link
and network layer characteristics in the derivation of the call admission region, (iii) the
integrated study of user mobility and traffic variations on handoff initiation and execu-
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tion, and (iv) a handoff call priority admission scheme which exploits the transmission rate
adaptability of rate-adaptive video calls. The proposed CAC and handoff management
scheme takes advantage of multiplexing packet transmission property over wireless links to
achieve better new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities and efficient cell
capacity utilization and, at the same time, to provide satisfactory quality of service for
each individual call.
2.2 System structure
In a Frequency Division Duplex/MC-CDMA (FDD/MC-CDMA) network, the uplink and
downlink use different frequency bands to provide frequency isolation, so there is no inter-
ference between the uplink and downlink transmissions. MC-CDMA is adopted to support
multi-rate transmission because its unified architecture can easily integrate traffic streams
with significantly different transmission rates with all transmission channels having the
same bandwidth and spread spectrum processing gain. In an MC-CDMA system, all the
data signals over the radio channel are transmitted at a basic rate, B bits/sec. Any con-
nection can only transmit at rates mB bits/sec, where m is a positive integer. When an
MS needs to transmit at rate mB bits/sec, it converts its data stream, serial-to-parallel,
into m basic-rate streams. These parallel streams are spread by a set of orthogonal codes
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generated by the so called “sub-code concatenation scheme”. To simplify analysis, we do
not distinguish interference introduced between code channels and subcode channels.
Fig. 2.1 shows a two-tier network structure which can effectively support soft handoff.









Figure 2.1: System structure
the backbone network. An MSC collects status information of all its serving BSs and per-
forms most of the resource management functions of a CDMA wireless network, including
call admission control, mobility management, radio resource management, and so on. In
order to support soft handoffs effectively, a Selection/Distribution Unit (SDU) residing at
the MSC schedules the packet transmission and reception for both downlink and uplink
among the associated BSs. When an MS is involved in soft handoff, the SDU schedules
the simultaneous transmission of uplink packets from the associated BSs. According to
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the bit energy-to-interference density ratio (Eb/I0) of the transmissions, the SDU chooses
the best one and discards the other copies of the same packet. At the downlink, the SDU
distributes several copies of the same packet to the involved BSs for transmission, and the
Rake receiver at the MS combines those copies together for better transmission quality.
The second tier consists of a cluster of BSs, each connected to a serving MSC. A BS plays
two roles. First, it takes part in the radio resource management under the control of the
serving MSC. Second, it works as the interface between an MS and its serving MSC. An
MS keeps an active connection with the serving BS by monitoring the RPSS. Each mobile
user samples the RPSS values from its serving and the neighboring BSs every ∆t s. With-
out loss of generality, we assume that only two BSs are involved in a given handoff. The
handoff decision is based on three thresholds: a reservation-request time (Trev) threshold,
a target BS add (ADD) threshold and a previous BS drop (DROP) threshold. The Trev
threshold is selected on the basis of the remaining time until a soft handoff process takes
place, while both ADD and DROP thresholds are based on the RPSS differences. The
ADD and DROP thresholds together define the soft handoff area. We adopt the MAHO
approach in the system, and whenever the remaining time reaches Trev, or when the ADD
or DROP threshold is reached, a message is formed by the MS and sent back either by
piggyback or by a specific signaling channel to the serving MSC via the serving BS for
decision making. If the target BS is served by a different MSC, the message will be further
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forwarded to the target MSC for a decision. This message includes the target cell identi-
fication, the potential handoff call traffic characteristics and all the other handoff-related
parameters. The MSC directs the target BS to reserve resources and the MS to add or drop
an active BS. With the deployment of a central data collection and mediation point for
the radio access network, the knowledge of traffic load information makes it possible to de-
termine the reservation-request time thresholds adaptively so as to maintain performance
requirements.













Figure 2.2: Uplink and downlink frame structure
The MAC protocol resolves contention resulting from radio resource sharing among a
number of users. The frame architecture for uplink and downlink is shown in Fig. 2.2. In
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the uplink transmission, there are a access request mini-slot, a request update mini-slot and
a packets acknowledge mini-slot for downlink transmission, followed by the uplink packets
transmission slot. The request access mini-slot is used for both new and handoff calls to
request call admission or for admitted calls to access transmission when there are packets
generated. The request update mini-slot is used for dynamically adjusting the transmission
rate of calls which can either adapt the transmission rate to the resources available or have
variable transmission rate. The downlink packet acknowledgment mini-slot is followed by
uplink packet transmission slot. The downlink transmission in each frame starts with
the request acknowledgment which acknowledges the successfully received requests. The
transmission permission mini-slot broadcasts the packet scheduling result for the uplink
transmission in the next frame.
For the request access slot, a direct sequence (DS)-CDMA with slotted ALOHA random
access protocol is used. Dedicated codes are used for the requests. The BS broadcasts
these codes to MSs. When an MS is ready to send a request, it chooses randomly a
code from the code pool and a request access slot for transmission. The user identity is
included in the request. If a new or handoff call initiates a call admission request, the
transmission parameters will be included in the request as well. If the request has been
successfully received, the BS will broadcast the user identity in the request acknowledgment
slot. Meanwhile the transmission parameters are sent to the serving MSC for call admission
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for a new arriving call or scheduling decision for an admitted call. If the MS does not receive
its identity, the request process repeats in the next frame. When the MS has received its
identity in the request acknowledgment slot, it will listen to the transmission permission
slot to obtain the number of packets that can be transmitted in the next frame. Data
packet transmissions start at the beginning of a packet transmission slot. Different calls
can transmit simultaneously in one packet transmission slot. The satisfaction of QoS for
each call in the system is guaranteed by limiting the number of calls admitted into the
system and properly scheduling packet transmission from all the calls.
2.4 Propagation model
In this research, we assume mobile users are uniformly located in a cell. The received
downlink pilot signal strength at each MS is affected by three components: path loss
which depends on the user location, slow shadowing and fast fading. It is assumed that
fast fading can be taken care of by the physical layer functions so that the channel is
characterized by path loss and shadowing [23]. Given the location of an MS as (r, θ), the
channel gain at time tk from the i-th base station, Gk,i(r, θ), is modeled as





where dk,i(r, θ) = di/d0, di is the distance between the i-th BS and the MS and d0 is the
reference distance from the BS; η is the path loss exponent; and 10ζ
∗
k,i/10 is the lognormal
shadowing effect with ζ∗k,i being a Gaussian distributed random variable with mean zero
and standard deviation σ. By taking logarithms on both sides of (2.1), we can get the
channel gain in dB as
Gk,i(r, θ)[dB] = −10ηlg[dk,i(r, θ)] + ζ∗k,i. (2.2)
Because −10ηlg[dk,i(r, θ)] is dependent on distance, Gk,i(r, θ)[dB] is Gaussian distributed
with mean −10ηlg[dk,i(r, θ)] and standard deviation σ. After some manipulation, (2.1) is
re-expressed as
Gk,i(r, θ) = 10
ζk,i(r,θ)/10
ζk,i(r, θ) ∼ N(−10ηlg[dk,i(r, θ)], σ2).
(2.3)
To capture the large scale autocorrelation property of shadow fading, a lognormal first









where %k,i is the correlation coefficient of {ζ∗k,i},
%k,i = exp(−vk∆t/d̄i).
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{Wk,i} are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Gaussian random variables with
zero mean and unity variance; vk is the mobile user’s velocity and d̄i is the shadow fading
correlation distance. To incorporate the dependence of shadowing among multiple BSs,
the model in [70] is adopted whereby the random component of the decibel gain for the
i-th BS (i = 0, 1, 2 · ··) is expressed as






= φ2 = 1− ϕ2
φ2 + ϕ2 = 1 φ2 = ϕ2 =
1
2
E[y] = E[yi] = 0 for all i
V ar[y] = V ar[yi] = σ
2 for all i,
(2.5)
where the first term of (2.4) is the component in the near field of the MS which is indepen-
dent of the receiving BS; the second term of (2.4) is the component that is independent
from one BS to another. Therefore, pk,i, the RPSS signal received is formulated in decibel
as
pk,i(dB) = p0,i + 10 log10Gk,i(r, θ), (2.6)
where p0,i is a constant determined by the transmitted power, the wavelength, and the
antenna gain of the i-th BS.
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2.5 Traffic model
Suppose there are K classes of traffic with different transmission rate, bit error rate, packet
loss rate and delay requirements. Let B bits/sec be the basic transmission rate of a single
code channel, and let a type i call have a transmission rate of ciB, where ci is a positive
integer representing the number of subcode channels used for class i calls. For each traffic
class, the wireless transmission bit error rate is defined by the upper bounded outage rate
(Pout)i, which is the probability that the bit error rate exceeds the prescribed value. For a
given transmission environment and coding and detection schemes, the BER requirement
corresponds to the bit energy-to-interference-density ratio Eb/I0 requirement. It is assumed
that all calls of the same traffic class have the same Eb/I0 requirement, denoted as (Eb/I0)i.
It is noted that for a class i call requiring ci subcode channels, each subcode channel will
have the same (Eb/I0)i requirement. For real-time service, a user requires its packets to be
delivered to the destination within a delay bound; otherwise, the packets will be worthless
and discarded. Here we only consider the access delay over wireless links, which is denoted
as time-out value. For each session, a buffer is required at the MS side to accommodate
bursty packet generation. Each arriving packet at the buffer is labeled with a time-out
value (delay bound at the first arrival) in frames. This value is decreased by one for every
frame interval till the packet is scheduled to transmit. The packet loss due to exceeding
the delay bound is referred to as packet loss rate.
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Voice and video are two types of real-time traffic requiring immediate resource allo-
cation during handoff to maintain service continuity. Fig. 2.3 shows an ON-OFF model
to represent a voice call with a the probability of transition from OFF (silent) state to
ON (talkspurt) state and b from ON state to OFF state. The activity factor, β1, which is
defined as the fraction of average time that a call is in the ON state, is given by a/(a + b).
When in ON state, information is transmitted at a constant rate of R bits/sec to achieve
small delay jitter requirement. The number of subcodes needed is set to dR/Be, which
usually has the value of 1, where d·e is a ceiling function. Video calls generate packet
rate according to their characteristics and the coding schemes used. Hierarchical source
coding, which adapts the packet generation rate to the resources available, is often used for
video coding [45]. Two types of video calls are defined according to the packet generation
rate, namely high-quality coding video call and low-quality coding video call. Each video
call can be approximately represented by a superposition of N ON-OFF minisources as
in Fig. 2.3 with parameters a, b and R different from those of the voice call model. An
approach to calculate the parameters a, b and R can be found in [62]. If the values of a and
b, which can be used to decide the activity factor β2 of a minisource, are given, different
quality video calls can be represented by different values of R. It is noted that the number






Figure 2.3: Two-state ON-OFF model
2.6 GoS parameters
The GoS parameters under consideration are new call blocking probability, Pb, and handoff
call dropping probability, Pd, in a long run and new call blocking rate, Rb, and handoff
call dropping rate, Rd, in a short term. The new call blocking and handoff call dropping
rates are short-term performance measures of new call blocking and handoff call dropping
probabilities. To achieve maximum revenue for the service provider and at the same time to
meet user satisfaction, the GoS measures are defined as a combination of new call blocking
and handoff call dropping probabilities(rates):
GoS = Pb(Rb) + γPd(Rd), (2.7)
where γ is a weighting factor to put greater importance on handoff call dropping probabil-
ity(rate). For example, γ equals 10 is used in [58]. It is noted that Pb(Rb) and Pd(Rd) are
a pair of conflicting performance parameters. Insufficient resource reservation will cause
high handoff call dropping probability(rate), while excessive resource reservation makes
new call blocking probability(rate) high.
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2.7 Summary
The proposed research and research scope have been presented in this chapter. MC-CDMA
is used to support multimedia services in a cellular CDMA system. How to derive a proper
call admission region and make efficient resource reservation for handoff call prioritization
and at the same time to maintain new call admission performance is an important issue.
Before this issue is addressed, uplink cell capacity and the call admission region are first
derived in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Uplink Call Admission Region
In this chapter, we first estimate the uplink cell capacity under a BER requirement. Given
the derived cell capacity, a packet scheduling scheme is proposed which meets different
PLR requirements for different types of traffic and satisfies a fair packet loss constraint
among ongoing calls with the same traffic type. The traffic characteristics at the call level
and the packet loss constraint at the packet level are applied to derive the call admission
region, which is used by the MSC to make call admission decisions and to manage handoff.
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3.1 Bit error rate and packet loss rate
In a packet switching multimedia wireless network, the overall packet error rate for user i,
P ie , includes error rates due to wireless transmission, and packet loss.
P ie = P
i
PLR + (1− P iPLR)× P iWTE, (3.1)
where P iPLR is the packet error rate due to packet loss and P
i
WTE is the packet error rate
due to wireless transmission error. To simplify the uplink cell capacity estimation, all the
uplink channels are specified to provide the same P ∗WTE value. It is noted that P
∗
WTE
should not be greater than the most stringent overall packet error rate requirement of
the traffic in the system. In this way, different error rate requirements for different users
can be achieved by providing different packet loss rates with a proper packet scheduling
scheme. For user i, the required P iPLR to satisfy a predefined P
i





P ie − P ∗WTE
1− P ∗WTE
. (3.2)
We denote the bit error rate caused by radio transmission by P oBER. If the physical
layer error detection and correction are taken into consideration, the actual bit error rate
seen by the link layer is P ∗BER. Therefore, the packet loss rate caused by the bit error rate
at the link layer can be expressed as:
P ∗WTE = 1− (1− P ∗BER)Len , (3.3)
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where Len is the packet length.




PLR denote the packet loss rate for voice, high- and low-quality
video calls, respectively. A large PPLR value implies a small PWTE requirement and vice
versa. It is expected that more efficient resource utilization can be achieved by choosing
a less stringent PWTE value because a more stringent PWTE value indicates a small cell
capacity and a degradation of multiplexing gain at the packet scheduling process. Also
the noisy communication environment makes a stringent PWTE requirement inappropriate
for practical implementation. The effect of different PPLR and PWTE pairs on performance
measures will be demonstrated through simulations in Chapter 6.
3.2 Uplink cell capacity estimation
A typical hexagonal cell structure with dashed lines representing inner and outer cells of
radii RI and RO is shown in Fig. 3.1. The radius of the cell is RC . The relative handoff area
is defined as α = (RO −RI)/RC . The reverse link cell capacity of a multiple cell structure
CDMA system is limited by interference from simultaneously transmitted packets from
the other active calls connected and power controlled by the reference BS, the calls in
soft handoff and power controlled by the neighboring BS, and the calls from outside the
reference BS. With the assumption of uniformly located users in inner cell and soft handoff
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Figure 3.1: Cell structure
area with user density κI and κS, respectively, when the inner cell is loaded with NI and













respectively. A uniform distribution of calls in a cell is a special case of κI = κS.
We first derive the probability, PR, that an MS in soft handoff is power controlled by
the reference BS. For demonstration simplicity, we ignore the time epoch subscript k and
use R and N to denote the reference and a neighboring BS, respectively. The probability of
an MS at location (r, θ) in soft handoff and power controlled by the reference BS, PR(r, θ),
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is the probability that the channel gain to the reference BS is greater than the channel
gain to the neighboring BS, namely
PR(r, θ) = P{GR(r, θ) ≥ GN(r, θ)}
= P{10ζR/10 ≥ 10ζN/10}
= P{ξk(r, θ) ≥ 0} RI ≤ r ≤ RO,
(3.5)
where ξ(r, θ) = ζR − ζN ∼ N(−10ηlg[dR(r, θ)] + 10ηlg[dN(r, θ)], ϕ22σ2) = N(dRN , σ2).





























The probability that an MS in soft handoff area is power controlled by the neighboring cell
is then PN = 1− PR.
It has been experimentally verified that imperfect received power can be modeled as a
random variable Se with lognormal distribution [8]:
Se = S10
ξe/10, (3.7)
where S is the required received power if perfect power control can be achieved; ξe is
a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and standard deviation σe. For user l, the
serving base station will receive a composite signal including the desired signal power
Se(l), interference from other users connected and power controlled by the same BS II ,
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interference from users connected with the same BS but power controlled by a neighboring
BS IS, interference from outer cell users IO and background noise n0.
Define C to be the uplink cell capacity, and C = dNI + PRNSe represent the number
of simultaneously transmitted packets from calls connected and power controlled by the










Since each item in (3.8) is an independently distributed lognormal random variable,
by using Central Limit Theorem, II/Se(l) can be approximated by a Gaussian random
variable with mean E[II/Se] and second moment E[(II/Se)























































= (C − 1)e4β2σ2e + (C − 1)(C − 2)e3β2σ2e
(3.10)
where ξ′e ∼ N(0, 2σ2e). So V ar[II/Se] = E[(II/Se)2]− E2[II/Se].
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Given an MS m with an active call located at (r, θ) in the soft handoff area and power

















10 < dN(r, θ)
−η10
ζ∗N
10 RI ≤ r ≤ RO. (3.12)
Because users in handoff are near to the cell boundaries and power controlled by the first-
tier neighboring BS’s, the variation of SI(r, θ) is small compared to the received power
from outer cell users. Therefore we consider the interference from calls in soft handoff and
power controlled by neighboring BS’s and that from calls in outer cells separately. The
sum of independent lognormal random variables can be approximated by another Gaussian
random variable IS. Accordingly the total interference-to-signal power ratio from this kind








= E[eβ[ξ(r,θ)+ξe(m)−ξe(l)], ξ(r, θ) < 0]

























= E[(eβ[ξ(r,θ)+ξe(m)−ξe(l)])2, ξ(r, θ) < 0]




























































which are functions of the number of simultaneously transmitted packets from calls in soft
handoff area NS.
The interference from outer cell users may vary widely because of their random locations
in the outer cell. Given an MS m with an active call located at (r, θ) in the outer cell, the



















10 = min(di(r, θ)
−η10
ζ∗i
10 ) i 6= R. (3.16)
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By using the similar approach as in the previous interference estimation, the outer cell in-
terference to signal power ratio can be approximated by another Gaussian random variable,





































where κ = (NI + NS)/(πR
2
O), and A is the outer cell area. For simplicity, we use the
smallest distance rather than the smallest attenuation to determine the moment statistics
of the random variable IO/Se.
Based on the above analysis of three kinds of interference, during a snapshot, the
received bit energy-to-interference density ratio Eb/I0 is given by
Eb/I0 =
W/B
II/Se + IS/Se + IO/Se + n0/Se
, (3.18)
where W is the spread spectrum bandwidth and n0 is the background noise. The uplink
cell capacity C is the number of simultaneously transmitted packets that the system can
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support while satisfying the specified wireless transmission error requirement P oBER.
Pr{PBER ≥ P oBER}
= Pr
{





















where P ∗out is the outage requirement and (Eb/I0)
o is associated with P oBER; fIS/Se(y)
and fIO/Se(z) are the probability density functions of IS/Se and IO/Se, respectively, and








In this uplink cell capacity derivation for wireless transmission, the uplink cell capacity
is derived on the basis of persistent transmissions. User mobility is a decided influence on
how much of the capacity can be utilized. And traffic characteristics, such as transmission
rate, delay requirement and packet loss rate, are used to derive a call admission region
which determines how many users with different types of traffic can be accommodated in
the system.
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3.2.1 Call admission region
For a practical packet switching network, resource allocation can be performed on a frame
basis. The frame duration is determined so that each voice source generates one packet in
each frame during a talkspurt. A video call has a variable packet arrival rate in each frame
duration. Buffering at the MS smoothes out the burstiness of the traffic in each connection.
Waiting packets with time-out value equal to one are referred to as the most urgent packets
(MUPs), waiting packets with time-out value equal to two are referred to as the second
MUPs, and so on. With the assumption of infinite buffer size, packet loss occurs only when
the accumulated number of MUP exceeds the cell capacity. Let N1, N2h, and N2l denote
the number of ongoing voice, high- and low-quality video calls in a cell. The number
of MUPs from each call depends on its data generation rate, the delay bound and the
wireless transmission capacity. Let the integer random variable M, M ∈ [0,Mmax], denote
the number of accumulated MUPs in packets/frame, and let Mmax be the maximum value
of M determined by the admitted number of calls in the cell and the packet generation rate
of each traffic type. Let r̄i denote the average number of generated data packets by user
i over the course of a particular call. Conditioned on the MUP load in a frame, M = m,
the number of lost packets for user i is denoted by rlossi|m. Thus, the actual packet loss
rate for user i, P iPLR, is the average number of lost MUPs divided by the average number
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of generated packets and is given by
P iPLR =
∑Mmax
m=C+1 Pr{M = m}rlossi|m
r̄i
, (3.20)
where P{M = m} is the probability distribution function of M . Whatever M is, in each











∀i, ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , N1 + N2h + N2l}, (3.21)
then when the required P iPLR is achieved for user i, the packet loss rate for all the other
users can be satisfied. This approach may lead to the choice of a noninteger value for
rlossi|m, which is inappropriate in wireless transmissions. Appropriate integer values may
be chosen by assigning priority to traffic with stringent packet loss rate requirements. For
instance, suppose that during a frame only two connections i and j have information to
transmit and i has a more stringent packet loss rate requirement than traffic j. The total
MUP load from both connections is m. The actual packet loss for i and j can be chosen
to be r̃lossi|m = brlossi|mc and r̃lossj |m = m− C − r̃lossi|m, where b·c is a floor function. The
packet loss rate requirement for j is satisfied by limiting the admitted number of calls as
shown in the following call admission region derivation. Given that the total number of
MUPs from all the users is m, the packet loss in a frame is constrained by
N1+N2h+N2l∑
i=1
r̃lossi|m = m− C m ≥ C. (3.22)
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Combining (3.21) and (3.22), the packet losses for each user in a frame can be obtained.
A scheduling procedure, which aims at providing fair packet transmissions among voice,
high-quality and low-quality video calls with the strictly bounded packet loss rate PPLR for
each individual call, can proceed as follows. At the beginning of each frame, all the waiting
packets in the buffer have their time-out values decreased by one. Transmission requests
from each connection including the number of waiting packets and the tagged time-out
values are sent to the MSC via the serving BS. For instance, a call with a delay bound of
D in frames can submit a transmission request as (n1, 1), (n2, 2), · · · , (nD, D) representing
the number of MUPs, the second MUPs, · · · , and the least urgent packets. According to
(3.21) and (3.22), the serving MSC determines the transmission permissions of MUPs. If
there are still resources available after all the MUPs are scheduled for transmission, the
remaining cell capacity is used to accommodate the less urgent packets. The same criterion
is applied to the less urgent packets until all the waiting packets in the buffer are scheduled
or there is no cell capacity left. The transmission permissions are passed via the serving
BS’s to each user for uplink packet transmissions.
A burst of data arrival in a frame can be divided into packets with fixed length. Because
of the randomly varying data generation rate, the last packet may not be in full length for a
video connection. This kind of packet is referred to as a partial packet. If a partial packet
is filled with redundant bits and occupies a full channel for transmission, resources are
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wasted. To make efficient use of scare radio resources, a partial packet integration scheme
is proposed to combine partial packets with different time-out values for transmission.
Because of the identification header in each packet for right order and correct reassembly
[21], it is possible to implement the packet integration at the sender and the disintegration
at the receiver. When there is a partial MUP scheduled for transmission, the MSC will
check if there is a second MUP transmission request so that it can be combined with the
MUP for a possible transmission in the following frame. Fig. 3.2 demonstrates three cases
of partial packet integration where 1 and 2 represent the time-out values of the consecutive
waiting packets. The second MUPs are disassembled and reassembled with the partial MUP
to form a new packet. In case (a), the partial MUP and the second MUP are combined
into an exact full packet and occupy a full channel. Case (b) shows that after combining
there is still a partial second MUP packet left, while in case (c), the combined packet is
still a partial packet. In both cases (b) and (c), the same partial packet integration scheme
can be applied to the third MUP and even less urgent packets to utilize limited radio
resources efficiently. With the estimated uplink cell capacity and the proposed scheduling
and partial packet integration scheme, a call admission region can be derived as a vector
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Figure 3.2: partial packet integration




Min(P iPLR − P jPLR) & P iPLR, P jPLR ≤ P 1PLR 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N1
Min(P iPLR − P jPLR) & P iPLR, P jPLR ≤ P 2hPLR 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N2h
Min(P iPLR − P jPLR) & P iPLR, P jPLR ≤ P 2lPLR 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N2l
(3.23)
The first term tries to minimize the difference of packet loss among users with the same
traffic class, and the second term guarantees the strict packet loss rate requirement for each
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traffic type. A call admission region regulates the admitted number of voice, high-quality
and low-quality video calls under the constraint that a call admission takes place only
within the call admission region.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we first discuss the relation between the overall packet error rate, the
bit error rate and the packet loss rate. The bit error rate requirement is satisfied by
arranging simultaneously transmitted packets, which determines the uplink cell capacity.
The packet loss rate is satisfied by properly scheduling packet transmissions from different
traffic sources. With the proposed packet scheduling and partial packet integration scheme,
a call admission region is derived which is used by the MSC to make resource reservation,
call admission control and so on.
Chapter 4
An Adaptive Resource Reservation
Strategy for Handoff
Soft handoff takes place when an MS is in the intersection of the coverage area of two
or more BS’s. In order to ensure the predefined handoff call dropping probability, some
reservation resources are required before handoff. User mobility and traffic variations
cause handoff attempts to change, which makes a fixed amount of resource reservation
inappropriate. A reservation scheme which adapts to variations of handoff attempts is
required. In the following, we first give a brief overview of the soft handoff signaling
process and its related extra signaling overhead; after that we present in detail the proposed
adaptive resource reservation scheme.
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4.1 Soft handoff signaling
An MSC is solely responsible for the execution of soft handoff. Intra-MSC handoff is
handled by the serving MSC locally without intervention of other system elements. Here
we focus on the inter-MSC soft handoff signaling process.
Two phases comprise the inter-MSC soft handoff: add and drop. Fig. 4.1(b) and (c)
shows the message flows in the add and drop phases. The process for add and drop is

































Figure 4.1: Soft handoff signaling
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Pseudocode 1: Add and drop process in soft handoff
1 Each MS searches and averages the RPSS measurements;
2 RPSS measurements are reported;
3 If (a pilot signal is detected not associated with any forward traffic channel) && (RPSS
measurement > ADD threshold) /* add process */
3.1 The serving MSC sends add-request message to the new target MSC;
3.2 The new MSC performs resource allocation;
3.3 If (successful resource allocation)
3.3.1 Acknowledge the serving MSC with ack-add-request ;
3.3.2 The new MSC sends an add-target BS message to the new BS;
3.3.3 The serving MSC directs the MS to add the new BS into its active set
with add-target ;
4 If (a pilot signal is detected with RPSS > DROP threshold) /* drop process */
4.1 The serving MSC sends a serving MSC-trans to the new MSC;
4.2 The serving MSC asks for dropping of the old BS with message drop-old BS ;
4.3 The new MSC informs the new BS that it will act as a serving MSC with message
new-serving MSC ;
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4.4 The new MSC sends a drop-old message to direct the MS to drop the old BS
from its active set.
By introducing an adaptive resource reservation scheme to the system, some extra
signaling overhead will be incurred. Resources must be reserved before a handoff takes
place. The extra signaling is shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), and the process is shown as pseudocode
2.
Pseudocode 2: Resource reservation
1 Each MS searches and averages the RPSS measurements;
2 RPSS measurements report;
3 If (the estimated time interval during which a handoff will occur < Trev) /* resource
reservation */
3.1 The serving MSC sends a rev-req message to the new target MSC to request
resource reservation;
3.2 The target MSC performs resource reservation;
3.3 The target MSC acknowledges the serving MSC with ack-rev-req, indicating
reservation success or failure.
A successful reservation can avoid excessive reservation requests from the same MS,
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while a failed one indicates that reservation request can still be sent to the target MSC in
the next time interval. According to the signaling process in Fig. 4.1, the extra signaling
load for resource reservation is relatively light.
4.2 Adaptive resource reservation scheme
In this section, we first study user mobility adaptation, and then traffic load adaptation
for resource reservation.
4.2.1 User mobility adaptation
Each MS samples the RPSS from both the serving and the neighboring BS’s every ∆t
s. Since an instantaneous sampled RPSS is affected by many factors, such as fading and
measurement noise, it cannot exactly reflect the point at which resource reservation should
be triggered. Exponential averaging [56] is applied to smooth out the uncertainty by its
virtue of arithmetic simplicity and relaxed memory requirements. The exponential aver-
aging process is carried out upon each successive measurement, so the smoothed function
Sk,i of the measurements is
Sk,i = βk,iSk−1,i + (1− βk,i)pk,i, (4.1)
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where βk,i is a smoothing factor representing the weighting value given to the previously
estimated RPSS, which is an important parameter in estimating the present RPSS. With
high mobile velocity, the path loss varies significantly, which indicates that the previous
RPSS should have less effect on the current RPSS estimation. On the other hand, the
path loss variations may be negligible with low mobile velocity, which indicates a strong
correlation between the previous RPSS and the present RPSS values. The shadow fading
correlation coefficient %k,i also plays an important role on the smoothing factor βk,i. With
a strong correlation effect, the value for βk,i should be close to 1, while a weak correlation
effect of shadow fading implies a small βk,i value. Therefore, βk,i reflects the correlation
between the previous and the present measurements. A consecutive sequence of L recent
RPSSs pk−j,i, j = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1, are used to estimate the smoothing factor βk,i. Let p̄k,i
be the mean RPSS over L samples, and let σ̄2k,i and Covk,i be the sample variance and






















Except for its serving BS, the BS with the most significant Sk,i is expected to be the
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target BS the mobile user is approaching. To make efficient use of radio resources, resources
are only reserved when a potential handoff call triggers a resource reservation request in
the target BS. Rather than a specific reservation in which a reserved channel can only be
used by the user who reserves it, the reserved resources form a common reservation pool
for all the incoming handoff calls. A handoff call dropping event occurs when an incoming
handoff call cannot find a spare channel. There are two scenarios for handoff dropping;
first, all the reserved resources may be in use by some other handoff calls and the target cell
may be unable provide the incoming handoff call with the necessary resources; secondly,
the traveling mobile may have already entered the target cell, but the target cell may not
have spare resources to admit the handoff call – at the same time, the mobile can no longer
communicate with the serving BS. On the other hand, when a user moves slowly and the
traffic load is light, there is more chance that the requested resources will be available
when a handoff takes place. So a time threshold, which reflects dynamic user mobility
rather than a RPSS threshold, plays an important role in resource reservation and handoff
prioritization. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the proposed reservation-request time threshold with
different user mobility. Srev is the difference in RPSS between the smoothed RPSS from
the serving BS, Sk,i, and that from the potential target BS, Sk,j, where i and j denote
the serving and the target BS’s when a reservation request is initiated. In the same
communication environment, given the reservation-request time threshold Trev, the value


















Figure 4.2: RPSS difference vs. Trev
of Srev varies according to user movement. A user moving quickly away from its serving BS,
such as user A in Fig. 4.2, will initiate resource reservation request with a much lower Srev
value compared to the slowly moving user (B in Fig. 4.2) to make the reserved resources
available when a handoff is actually requested. Because of the randomness in user mobility
and shadow fading effects, the RPSS difference varies nonlinearly with time. Since making
a reservation too early will waste resources and potentially increase new call blocking,
while late reservation will cause handoff call dropping, close prediction of the reservation-
request time is desired. As a compromise between prediction accuracy and computational
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complexity, we propose to use the following second order prediction,





where St is the ADD threshold beyond which a soft handoff occurs and the MS takes
advantage of the better link quality of two simultaneously communicating BS’s to maintain
minimum interference; Sk is the RPSS difference at time tk; vS,k = (Sk −Sk−1)/∆t reflects
the changes in the RPSS and aS,k = (Sk − 2Sk−1 + Sk−2)/∆t captures the variation of
the changes in RPSS; t is the expected time interval during which a handoff will occur.
Whenever the predicted time interval t ≤ Trev, a reservation request is triggered. The
reserved resources are tagged as a common reservation pool which is exclusively used by
handoff calls.
Compared to the fixed channel reservation-request threshold based on RPSS values
in [38], the second order formulation of RPSS difference in the prediction of reservation-
request time captures the mobility variations. A common reservation pool reduces the risk
of false reservation since the available reserved channels can be used for fast-moving users
that fail to reserve resources before handoff. Also, it can accommodate mobility and fading
variations in which the early reserved resources can be used for the actual early handoffs
rather than for the mobile user who reserves the resources but hands off later due to speed
decrease or moving direction changes. Thus, the pooling mechanism can achieve resource
sharing which provides multiplexing gain to the resource utilization.
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4.2.2 Traffic load adaptation
In the previous discussion, Trev is assumed to be known for each MSC to make comparisons
for reservation decisions. In the remainder of this subsection, we investigate how Trev is
adaptively determined for the varying traffic load. Trev is the allowed time duration for the
target BS to get the requested resources ready before a handoff occurs. It determines the
number of reserved channels which in turn affect the predefined GoS. A successful channel
reservation is achieved either when there is a spare channel at the first time a reservation
request is triggered or when there is a channel release before the handoff occurs. The
probability of a successful channel reservation, Psucc, is expressed as:
Psucc = Pr{a spare channel at request}
+ Pr{no spare channel at request} × Pr{ channel holding time < Trev}.
(4.3)
Intuitively, with the same user mobility, the higher the traffic load in the system, the
higher the channel occupancy, which lowers the probability of a successful reservation at
request time. To compensate for this, a larger Trev is needed to increase the probability
of a channel release before a handoff (the second term in (4.3)). Therefore, it is expected
that heavy traffic load will prompt a larger reservation-request time threshold Trev, while
light traffic load will lead to a smaller Trev. In addition to gradual longer-term traffic
load variations, for example, traffic load and traffic flow during morning rush hour and
during daytime are different, and new call and handoff call arrival events are also bursty
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and dynamic in a specified period. The reserved resources, and accordingly the new call
blocking and handoff call dropping rates are functions of Trev. To use a fixed Trev value
is not appropriate for such a dynamic system to achieve minimum GoS performance at
any time epoch. Therefore, the resource reservation-request time threshold Trev should be
designed to be adaptive both to the traffic variations and to user mobility.
To closely track these two varying system parameters, short-term GoS measures in
terms of new call blocking rate Rb and handoff call dropping rate Rd are used. Because the
traffic load varies with time, derivation of the new call blocking and handoff call dropping
rates using a fixed time duration T is not appropriate. For instance, in a low user-mobility
and low traffic-load communications environment, T can take a large value before a call
event happens, which includes a new call arrival, a handoff call arrival, a new call blocking
or a handoff call dropping; while at high user mobility or heavy traffic load situation, T
may take a rather smaller value to capture the variations of these four call events. Here
we use a time-varying value T for the averaging window size within which a prescribed
number of N handoff call arrivals occur. The reason to use the handoff call arrival event
is that the number of handoff call arrivals indicates not only the traffic variations, but the
user mobility variations. Four buffers are introduced for each BS to temporarily store the
numbers of call events of four types. Each buffer is updated after every time interval during
which a number of N handoff call arrival events have happened. At the k-th time interval
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tk, the new call blocking rate R̃b(k) and handoff call dropping rate R̃d(k) are obtained from





number of new call blocking events
number of new call arrival events
,
R̃d(k) =
number of handoff call dropping events
number of handoff call arrival events (N)
.
(4.4)
We introduce a sliding window averaging to smooth out the variation in the newly obtained
instantaneous new call blocking and handoff call dropping rates as shown in Fig. 4.3. Let
x be the averaging window size for the historical effect and y be the averaging window size
xN handoff call arrival events
yN handoff call arrival events
xN handoff call arrival events
yN handoff call arrival events
kk-1k-x k+1 Samplesk-y+1
Figure 4.3: New call blocking and handoff call dropping rates derivation
for the recent effect where x and y satisfy the relation x ≥ y. So, the smoothed functions























where ρ is a smoothing factor. By giving a greater weighting value to the recently obtained
y new call blocking and handoff call dropping rates, the new call blocking and handoff call
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dropping events can be closely followed for Trev adaptation. As the new call blocking and
handoff call dropping rates are functions of the reservation-request time threshold Trev, the





In the simulation, the ratio of the new call blocking rate and handoff call dropping rate is
kept at γ to achieve the desired GoS performance.
As the ratio of the new call blocking rate Rb and the handoff call dropping rate Rd
is the driving force that steers the adaptive adjustment of the Trev value, the following
three conditions are used to deduce a new reservation-request time threshold denoted as
Trev(k + 1) based on the ratio of the new call blocking and handoff call dropping rates
Rb(k)/Rd(k), and the old Trev(k) value.
1. When Rb(k) ≈ Rd(k), the old Trev(k) value is implied to be too small and the handoff
calls are not properly prioritized so that the handoff call dropping rate reaches as
high as the new call blocking rate. In this case, a large Trev(k + 1) value is required
to reserve more resources for handoff calls. We increase the Trev(k) value by c times,
so Trev(k + 1) = cTrev(k).
2. When Rb(k)/Rd(k) →∞, the old Trev(k) value is implied to be too large and excessive
resource reservation has made the new call blocking rate and the handoff call dropping
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rate far away from the objective ratio γ. In this case, we force Trev(k + 1) = 0
to immediately reduce the coming resource reservation requests to make efficient
utilization of radio resources.
3. When Rb(k)/Rd(k) = γ, the old Trev(k) value is implied to be appropriately set and
the minimum GoS performance measure is achieved. In this case, we set Trev(k+1) =
Trev(k).
To satisfy these three boundary conditions, Trev can be periodically updated by





, 0 ≤ Trev ≤ Tmax.
(4.7)
Tmax is limited by the cell size and user mobility information.
The effect of different c values on the reservation-request time threshold update curve is
shown in Fig.4.4. A larger c leads to fast convergence of Rb/Rd to the objective requirement
γ, but a small deviation of Rb/Rd from γ will cause frequent vibration of Rb/Rd. On
the other hand, a small c results in a more smooth and steady Rb/Rd value though the
convergence speed to γ is relatively slow. Since the traffic load changes slowly with time,
and call events burstiness are alleviated by the proposed sliding window average scheme,
it is expected that a small c will result in better GoS performance measurements.
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Figure 4.4: Reservation-request time threshold update curve
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented an adaptive resource reservation strategy for handoff
priority. In summary, the measurement-based adaptive resource reservation scheme applies
a user assisted handoff algorithm. The resource reservation decisions are exclusively based
on the RPSS information fed back from each mobile user. There is no fixed number of
reserved resources for handoff calls and each call makes reservation requests before handoff
happens. The reserved resources are kept in a pool for all the incoming handoff calls
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rather than for a specific user in order to improve resource utilization. This can also
reduce signaling cost because it makes cancellation of false reservations unnecessary. By
adjusting the reservation-request time threshold with traffic variation, the required minimal
GoS can be achieved. Based on the above analysis, by introducing the proposed signaling
overhead, the remaining time prediction, and the reservation-request time threshold update
in the resource reservation phase, the proposed adaptive resource reservation scheme can
be well fitted into the current wireless CDMA networks without introducing excessive
computational complexity.
Chapter 5
An Adaptive Handoff Priority
Scheme Supporting Multimedia
Applications
The role of CAC at the call level is to make an admission decision for a new or handoff call
upon detecting an admission request from the request access mini-slot in an uplink frame.
The serving BS forwards the admission request to the MSC, which determines whether to
admit or reject the call request. The admission decision is then sent back from the MSC
to the MS via the serving BS in the request acknowledgment mini-slot in the following
downlink frame. The BS also notifies the MS of the allocated transmission rate via the
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transmission permission mini-slot if the MS has a call with variable rate traffic in progress.
A dedicated coding channel and the corresponding receiver are allocated to each admitted
call after the admission and released when the call is completed or handed off to a new cell.
The call admission region limits the admitted number of calls of all classes in the system.
The proposed packet scheduling scheme and call admission region guarantee that once a
call is admitted, it can be provided with satisfactory delay and overall packet error rate
performance throughout the lifetime of the connection. The admission decision should also
ensure low handoff call dropping probability. In Chapter 4, we have proposed an adaptive
resource reservation scheme where the reserved resources are used exclusively for handoff
calls for handoff prioritization. If a handoff call can neither find the required reserved
resources nor spare resources at arrival, while at the same time the connection quality to the
old BS is no longer acceptable, the handoff call will have to be dropped. In order to further
prioritize handoff calls for user satisfaction, in this chapter we propose another adaptive
handoff priority scheme for wireless MC-CDMA cellular networks which can effectively
support multimedia applications. The scheme utilizes the characteristics of multimedia
traffic to temporarily degrade service quality when available resources are insufficient for
handoff call admission, and gain back the lost quality whenever there is resource release
in the system. Therefore, by adaptively transforming multimedia calls between high- and
low-quality modes at heavy traffic load environments, handoff call admission priority and
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handoff call dropping probability can be further improved.
5.1 Adaptive handoff priority scheme
The proposed adaptive handoff priority scheme prioritizes handoff calls by reducing the
transmission rate of ongoing high-quality video calls and admitting handoff calls with the
gained resources. When a call admission request, which is either a voice or a video call
which is served with either high- or low-quality, arrives, a call admission decision is made
on the basis of the derived call admission region. For new and handoff calls, different
call admission controls are applied. New voice and video calls are accepted only when
the transmission rate and the overall packet error rate can be satisfied. On the other
hand, if a voice handoff call arrives, the MSC will first check to see if the spare resource
can be used to accept the handoff voice call. When the spare resource cannot support a
satisfactory voice handoff call or there is no spare resource available, and if there is a rate-
adaptive high-quality video call in progress, rate renegotiation will be triggered. After both
correspondents agree to reduce the transmission rate, the MSC will perform call admission
control again. Service degradation of more than one rate-adaptive high-quality video call
may be necessary to admit a handoff call according to the traffic characteristics. A voice
handoff call can be accepted if the overall packet error rate requirements of the handoff
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call and of all other ongoing calls in the system can be achieved; otherwise, it is dropped.





















Figure 5.1: Voice handoff call admission control flow diagram
Because there are two types of video calls, high-quality and low-quality, in the system,
handoff and call admission control schemes for video calls differ from that for voice calls.
Fig. 5.2 shows the video handoff call admission control flowchat. No matter whether the
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incoming handoff video call is served with high or low quality, the MSC will first try to
provide the handoff video call with high quality service with the spare resource. If the
available resource is not enough, then low quality service will be provided. When the spare
resource can neither provide high-quality nor low-quality service for the video handoff call,
or when traffic is heavy and no spare resource is available, the same rate adaptation process
is executed. In this way, the admitted video handoff call is served with a low transmission
rate. It is seen in Fig. 5.2 that the resource gained from rate adaptation is only used to
support a low-quality video handoff call. There are four possible service qualities for a
video call before and after handoff. A high-quality video call can be provided with either
high or low quality service after a successful handoff, and the same holds for a low-quality
video handoff attempt depending on the traffic load and resource utilization in the new
target cell.
In summary, let the number of ongoing calls of all classes in the cell be (N1, N2h; N2l),
a voice or video handoff is successfully executed if and only if
(N1 + 1, N2h − n2, N2l + n2), N2h ≥ n2 (5.1)




(N1, N2h + 1, N2l), or
(N1, N2h − n2, N2l + n2 + 1), N2h ≥ n2
(5.2)
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Figure 5.2: Video handoff call admission control flow diagram
for a video handoff call is still within the derived call admission region. Here n2 ≥ 0
is the total number of rate-adaptive high-quality video calls that have to suffer quality
degradation. n2 = 0 indicates that there is no service degradation for high-quality video
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calls for handoff call priority. Equation (5.2) also indicates that either high or low quality
of service can be provided to a video handoff call, and only low quality of service can be
provided if service degradation is needed.
From both the user’s and the service provider’s perspective, the ratio of the low-quality
video calls over the total number of video calls in the system should be kept as low as
possible for better resource utilization and user satisfaction. Therefore, whenever there
is resource release due to call termination or call handoff to a neighboring cell, a low-
quality video call will try to improve its transmission rate. Fig. 5.3 shows the flowchat of
















Figure 5.3: Low-quality video call transmission rate adjustment
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resource is not sufficient for a low-quality video call to be provided with high quality service,
the video call remains with low quality service till next time resource release happens.
5.2 Summary
In this chapter, we propose an adaptive handoff priority scheme supporting multimedia
applications. To give handoff calls higher call admission priority, if there is no resource
available on handoff call arrival, the rate-adaptive high-quality video calls can be tem-
porarily converted to low-quality video calls to gain some resource to admit the incoming
handoff call. The low-quality video call will be provided with high quality service whenever




Consider a conventional hexagonal cellular network with a cluster of 7 cells. The spread
spectrum bandwidth is 5 MHz. The cell radius is 300 m and the relative soft handoff area
is chosen to be α = 0.4; i.e., the soft handoff area corresponds to 36% of a normal cell area
[41]. The basic transmission rate B is 16 kbps for one single code channel. The path loss
exponent η is set to 4 and the standard deviation for the shadowing effect is σ = 8 dB. The
shadow fading correlation distance d̄i is set to 20 m for all the cells. The standard deviation
due to imperfect power control is set to σe = 2 dB. Because CDMA is an interference
dominant system, we ignore background noise for simplicity. Without consideration of bit
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error rate imposed from the wireline domain, the overall packet error rate requirements for
voice and low-rate video (for applications such as video conferencing) communications are
10−3 and 10−4, respectively. The upper bound of the outage probability P ∗out is set to 10
−2.
Each frame is 10 ms in length which is equivalent to Len = 160 bits. Call holding time is
assumed exponentially distributed with a mean of 120 s.
The voice traffic is simulated by the ON-OFF model. During the ON state, one packet
is generated in each frame. On average, an ON state lasts 0.35 s and an OFF state
lasts 0.65 s. The video traffic has a variable transmission rate which is simulated by 20
minisources with the average ON and OFF durations of 0.2 s and 0.8 s. During the ON
state of a minisource, the transmission rates are 8 kbps and 4 kbps for high- and low-quality
video calls, respectively. The delay bound for voice and video packets are 2 and 3 frames,
respectively. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table. 6.1. The simulation
model is shown in Fig. 6.1. The mobility of each ongoing call in a cell is updated every
∆t s according to the mobility model described in the next section. New call arrivals
follow a Poisson process. Each MS periodically reports its RPSS measurements. When
the measured RPSS difference from the serving and the potential target BSs is within the
ADD and DROP thresholds, the call is in the soft handoff region. A resource allocation and
call admission control process is triggered if a voice or video call just enters the handoff
region as discussed in Chapter 5. When the incoming handoff call cannot be provided
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Table 6.1: Simulation parameters
Parameters Value
Spread spectrum bandwidth W 5 MHz
Basic transmission rate B 16 kbps
Path loss exponent η 4
Lognormal shadowing ζ∗ ζ∗ −N(0, 8 dB)
Imperfect power control ξe ξe −N(0, 2 dB)
Frame length 10 ms (160 bits)
Outage probability P ∗out 10
−2
Voice traffic: Average talk spurt duration 0.35 s
Average silent period 0.65 s
Tolerable time-out value in frames 2
Packet error rate requirement 10−3
Video traffic: Number of minisources N 20
ON duration 0.2 s
OFF period 0.8 s
Transmission rates during ON state 8 kbps, 4 kbps
Tolerable time-out value in frames 3
Packet error rate requirement 10−4
with the required resources, a handoff call dropping event occurs. If the call is not in soft
handoff, the remaining time to handoff is predicted and compared to the reservation-request
time threshold to determine whether this call needs resource reservation in its potential
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target cell. The reservation-request time threshold is periodically adjusted on the basis
of the estimated new call blocking and handoff call dropping rate and the old threshold
value. Whenever a resource reservation request is formed, the potential target cell performs
the resource reservation and updates its reservation pool if the process is successfully
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Figure 6.1: Simulation flowchat
update process. In the following section, a detailed mobility model which characterizes a
practical moving pattern is presented.
6.2 Mobility model
There are two kinds of mobile users in the system: (1) pedestrians who are assumed to have
a fixed velocity of 1 m/s with uniformly distributed direction in [0, 2π), which indicates
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a Tmax value of 240 s; (2) mobile users in moving vehicles characterized by the following
mobility model.
A mobility model should mimic human movement behavior. We model user mobility
using three parameters: location, velocity and acceleration, on a two dimensional plane.
For velocity and acceleration, a two dimensional vector determines both the magnitude
and direction. The mobile speed varies because of acceleration or deceleration. For de-
scription simplicity, we use the term acceleration with both positive and negative values
to represent acceleration and deceleration. Therefore, the following model focuses on the
mobile acceleration establishment. Assume a user’s mobility is updated at discrete time
instances tk = t0 + k∆t, where t0 is the initial time epoch, ∆t is the sampling interval
and k is an integer. In reality, a mobile user may have unexpected changes in acceleration
caused by traffic lights or road conditions; on the other hand, the acceleration is highly
correlated, i.e., if a moving user is accelerating at time tk, it is likely to continue acceler-
ating at time tk+1 till it reaches the speed limit. In order to take these two effects into
consideration, following [48], we model a user’s mobility as a dynamic system driven by an
unexpected acceleration uk = [ux,k, uy,k]
T and a correlated acceleration rk = [rx,k, ry,k]
T at
time tk, as shown in Fig. 6.2. uk is modelled as a Markov process with a finite number of
“states”, Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm, as possible discrete levels of acceleration. The transition proba-
bility θi,j = P{uk = Qj|uk−1 = Qi} can be approximated by a value ε near unity for i = j,
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and (1− ε)/(m− 1) for i 6= j [48]. The correlated acceleration can be modelled as a zero
mean Gaussian random variable with a variance that is chosen to cover the “gap” between
adjacent acceleration states. To represent the correlation feature of rk, a first order AR
model is used, rk+1 = αrk + wk, where wk is a zero mean white Gaussian vector with













Figure 6.2: Acceleration model
Denote xk and yk as the horizontal and vertical coordinates of a mobile user’s random
location at time tk, and vx,k and vy,k as the corresponding velocities. The user mobility
vector denoting user location, velocity and acceleration can be expressed as
Ψk = [xk, vx,k, rx,k, yk, vy,k, ry,k]
T . (6.1)
Combining the driving model in Fig. 6.2 with the second order motion model, the
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xk+1 = xk + vx,k∆t + (rx,k + ux,k)
∆t2
2
vx,k+1 = vx,k + (rx,k + ux,k)∆t
rx,k+1 = αrx,k + wx,k
(6.2)
The discrete time dynamic equations in the Y dimension have the same expressions as
(6.2) with x replaced by y. Rewriting these equations in a more compact matrix form, we
have
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Five levels, (−4,−2, 0, 2, 4) m/s2, are selected as unexpected accelerations. The probability
of having the same unexpected acceleration in the next time interval, ε, is 0.9, so that the
probability to change to any one of the other levels is 0.025. The correlation coefficient
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of the correlated acceleration α is chosen to be 0.6 and the variance of w is set to 0.72.
The speed limit is set to 17 m/s which is reasonable in an urban area. Considering com-
putational complexity, practical service continuity requirements and the fading property,
we choose ∆t = 1 s for the mobility update and RPSS averaging [19].
6.3 Performance evaluation
In this section, we provide some numerical simulation results on the proposed adaptive re-
source reservation scheme and the proposed handoff priority scheme supporting multimedia
applications. A discrete-event-driven simulation is performed for performance evaluations.
Comparisons are also given to demonstrate the performance improvement of the proposed
schemes over other schemes in literature.
Table 6.2: Call admission region with circuit switching transmission (P ∗WTE = 10
−4)
N2l
N2h 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 38 35 31 28 25 21 17 14 11 7
1 32 29 25 21 18 14 11 8 3
2 26 23 19 15 12 8
3 20 16 12 9 2
4 12 9 5
5 6
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Table 6.3: Call admission region with packet switching transmission (P ∗WTE = 10
−4)
N2l
N2h 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
0 40 35 32 28 25 22 19 16 12 8 5 1
1 33 31 27 24 21 18 15 12 8 5 3
2 28 25 22 19 16 13 10 7 3
3 23 20 17 13 10 7 3 1
4 17 14 11 7 4 2
5 11 7 5 1
6 6 1
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 give the call admission regions (N1, N2h, N2l) respectively estimated
with the traditional circuit switching transmission and the proposed packet switching trans-
mission, respectively. The row numbers represent the number of low-quality video calls and
the column numbers represent the number of high-quality video calls that are in the sys-
tem. The table entries represent the maximum number of voice calls that can be admitted
under the constraints of uplink cell capacity and packet loss. The call admission region is
derived with P ∗WTE = 10
−4. It can be seen from these two tables that the proposed packet
switching transmission enlarges the call admission region significantly compared to that
obtained from circuit switching transmission for the same packet error rate requirement
and cell capacity. The enlarged call admission region can accommodate more calls, which
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can improve the new call blocking probability, the handoff call dropping probability and the
radio resource utilization. With different P ∗WTE settings, different multiplexing gain and
different call level performance measures can be achieved. For demonstration purposes, we
set P ∗WTE to 10
−4 and 10−5, respectively, for uplink cell capacity derivation. When P ∗WTE
equals to 10−4, additional error rate can be introduced in packet scheduling for voice traffic,
while no more packet loss can be endured for video traffic. On the other hand, when P ∗WTE
is set to 10−5, both voice and video traffic can introduce packet loss according to (3.2).
Table. 6.4 gives the shrunken call admission region derived with P ∗WTE = 10
−5 due to the
degraded multiplexing gain in wireless transmission compared to that in Table. 6.3.
Table 6.4: Call admission region with packet switching transmission (P ∗WTE = 10
−5)
N2l
N2h 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 35 32 27 24 21 17 14 11 8 4
1 29 26 23 20 16 14 10 7 4 1
2 24 21 17 15 11 9 5 2
3 18 16 12 9 6 3
4 13 9 6 3
5 7 4 1
6 1
To evaluate the performance of the proposed adaptive resource reservation scheme,
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we consider a homogeneous voice traffic system with each voice call occupying one chan-
nel. Comparisons are made with two other schemes in the literature: (a) specific channel
reservation based on RPSS values [38] and (b) specific channel reservation based on the
remaining time to handoff [66]. In specific channel reservation, the reserved resources are
only for the user who reserves them. Therefore, reservation cancellation is required to re-
lease falsely reserved channels because the potential handoff call either terminated before
handoff or changed direction. In (a), if the RPSS drops below the reservation threshold for
a predefined period, the MS requires the associated BS to release the reserved capacity. In
(b), whenever the expected remaining time to handoff elapses, the reserved resources are
released to avoid false reservation. On the other hand, there is no reservation cancellation
for the proposed scheme. In addition, there is no reservation checkup at the time a user
moves out of the handoff region as in [38] because in a reasonable mobility pattern, it is as-
sumed that there are no abrupt acceleration changes. Therefore, the proposed reservation
scheme based on the remaining time to handoff performs better than that based on RPSS
values since the probability of false reservation is reduced. We denote schemes (a), (b) and
the proposed schemes as spec RPSS, spec time, comm time, respectively. Table. 6.5 tabu-
lates the achieved minimum GoS performance with the ratio of the number of pedestrian
to vehicle users (denoted as mobility in the table) being 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8, respectively. As
both schemes (a) and (b) are based on a fixed threshold value and none of them takes
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traffic variations into account, we set the new call arrival rate at a fixed value of 0.35
calls/sec, and ignore the call event burstiness with a fixed threshold to achieve minimum
GoS for comparison purposes. Therefore, the GoS performance is defined as a combination
of the new call blocking probability and the weighted handoff call dropping probability
GoS = Pb + γPd. It can be seen from Table. 6.5 that the proposed scheme outperforms
the other two schemes in that the GoS performance is improved significantly in the same
communication environments with the same traffic load. As the ratio of the number of
pedestrian to vehicle users decreases, the performance of GoS improves gradually for all
the three schemes because the high channel occupancy and release rates result in efficient
resource utilization. The proposed adaptive resource reservation scheme is also an efficient
approach for prioritizing handoff calls while at the same time keeping the new call blocking
probability low.
Fig. 6.3 shows the effect of user mobility on GoS performance with different reservation-
request time thresholds. It can be seen that, with small Trev, the GoS degrades because of
the high handoff call dropping probability caused by insufficient resource reservation. As
Trev increases, the GoS degrades as well owing to the high new call blocking probability
caused by excessive resource reservation. As the ratio of the number of pedestrian to vehicle
users increases, the smallest reservation-request time threshold that achieves minimum
GoS performance increases from 6 to 9 s. This is because that high user mobility increases
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Table 6.5: GoS performance (new voice call arrival rate = 0.35 calls/s)
mobility 0.8 0.7 0.6
spec RPSS 0.1240 0.1143 0.0815
spec time 0.1113 0.0981 0.0782
comm time 0.0785 0.0742 0.0692
improvement over spec RPSS 36.7% 35.1% 15.1%
improvement over spec time 29.5% 24.4% 11.5%
multiplexing gain in resource utilization, which can decrease the Trev value. The increasing
reservation-request time threshold causes inefficient utilization of the reserved resources,
especially in low mobility environments. Capacity utilization vs. reservation-request time
threshold is shown in Fig. 6.4. When the reservation-request time threshold is small, the
capacity is efficiently utilized in a low mobility environment owing to a low handoff rate
and, accordingly, a low proportion of reserved resources. As the time threshold increases,
more resources are reserved for potential handoff calls which makes capacity utilization
inefficient. A low mobility environment suffers even worse capacity utilization degradation
than a high mobility environment because a call with a slow moving user has more chance
to terminate before handoff, which makes an excessive resource reservation even though
those reserved channels can be used by other handoff calls.
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New call arrival rate = 0.35 calls/sec 
Figure 6.3: GoS performance vs. reservation-request time threshold with the ratio of the
number of pedestrian to vehicle users being 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6
The performance of the reservation-request time threshold adaptation to the varying
traffic load is shown as follows. As the traffic load varies with time, the required short-term
GoS performance in terms of the estimated new call blocking and handoff call dropping
rates is used to drive the dynamic determination of a proper reservation-request time
threshold. Fig. 6.5 demonstrates the GoS performance. As stated above, here the time
basis is mapped to the prescribed number of handoff call arrival events that happened in
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New call arrival rate = 0.35 calls/sec 
Figure 6.4: capacity utilization vs. reservation-request time threshold with the ratio of the
number of pedestrian to vehicle users being 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6
a time duration. The new call arrival rate is changed from 0.3 calls/sec to 0.4 calls/sec.
The ratio of the number of pedestrian to vehicle users is set to be 0.7. For demonstration
purposes, we only show the curve with the parameter c of the reservation time adaptation
strategy set to 1.5. As can be seen from the figure, with increasing traffic load in the
system, the GoS performance increases as well, which indicates the accordingly increased
new call blocking and handoff call dropping rates. The figure also demonstrates that the
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Ratio of the no. of 
pedestrian to vehicle
users = 0.7
Figure 6.5: GoS performance vs. simulation time with the ratio of the number of pedestrian
to vehicle users being 0.7 and c = 1.5
proposed adaptive threshold scheme can track both the traffic load variations and the burst
call events. The reservation-request time threshold vs. traffic load is shown in Fig. 6.6.
With increasing traffic load, the Trev value increases as expected to reserve more resources
for the increasing handoff call arrival events. To demonstrate the effect of different c values
on traffic load adaptation, Table. 6.6 gives the mean and variance of the ratio of new call
blocking and handoff call dropping rates Rb/Rd. It is seen that the mean of Rb/Rd is closely
kept at the value of γ = 10. As expected, because of the slowly varying traffic load, a small c
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Ratio of the no. of  
pedestrian to vehicle
users = 0.7          
Figure 6.6: Reservation-request time threshold vs. simulation time with the ratio of the
number of pedestrian to vehicle users being 0.7 and c = 1.5
value performs better than a larger c value in our simulation. When c = 1.5, the deviation
of Rb/Rd from the objective γ = 10 achieves its minimum variance of 0.0725. Because
the choice of c depends on many factors, such as traffic variation rate, GoS performance
estimation, mobility prediction and so on, a reasonable c value can be determined based
on a specific communications environment. A rather small variance for all cases in the
simulation substantiates the viability of the proposed adaptive resource reservation scheme
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Table 6.6: Mean and variation of Rb/Rd
c 1.1 1.5 2 3 4
Mean 9.9809 10.1060 9.9962 9.9307 9.8680
Variance 0.0938 0.0725 0.2512 0.6530 0.6350
to both user mobility and traffic load variations in handoff prioritization.
To focus on the proposed adaptive handoff priority scheme supporting multimedia appli-
cations, we simplify the simulation environment by not considering the proposed adaptive
resource reservation scheme. It is assumed that the new video traffic load is fixed at 2
Erlang. The ratios of handoff traffic load to the new traffic load for voice and video are set
to be 1/3 and 1/10, respectively. Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 show the new call blocking and handoff
call dropping probabilities with the call admission regions given in Tables. 6.2 and 6.3.
It can be seen that the new call blocking and the handoff call dropping probabilities are
significantly reduced with the enlarged call admission region. Owing to the much higher
transmission rate and more stringent transmission error rate requirement, video calls suffer
relatively higher new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities compared with
voice calls. It can also be seen that the ratio of new call blocking probabilities and handoff
call dropping probabilities remains around 10.
Resource utilization in terms of the admitted voice and video calls vs. new voice traffic
load is shown in Fig. 6.9. With increasing voice traffic load, the resource utilization for
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New voice traffic load (Erlang)
Voice −−− packet switching
Video −−− packet switching 
Voice −−− circuit switching
Video −−− circuti switching 
Figure 6.7: New call blocking probabilities with the packet switching and circuit switching
transmissions
voice traffic increases accordingly, and that for video traffic decreases gradually. This is
due to the increasing new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities for video
calls. The figure also shows that with the enlarged call admission region, the video traffic
resource utilization is increased.
The ratio of the number of low quality video calls over the total number of video calls in
the system is shown in Fig. 6.10. It can be seen that the low quality video call occupancy
increases with voice traffic load. For the maximum traffic load in the simulation, the ratio
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Voice −−− packet switching
Video −−− packet switching
Voice −−− circuit switching
Video −−− circuit switching
Figure 6.8: Handoff call dropping probabilities with the packet switching and circuit switch-
ing transmissions
obtained with the proposed packet switching wireless transmission scheme is 0.07, which
significantly outperforms the ratio obtained with the traditional circuit switching wireless
transmission scheme, which is 0.17. This result can be reasonably accepted with user
satisfaction.
Figs. 6.11 and 6.12 show the new call blocking and the handoff call dropping proba-
bilities with the proposed adaptive handoff scheme and the non-adaptive handoff scheme,
respectively. In the non-adaptive handoff scheme, the transmission rate of video calls is
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Voice −−− packet switching
Video −−− packet switching
Voice −−− circuit switching
Video −−− circuit switching
Figure 6.9: Resource utilization with the packet switching and circuit switching transmis-
sions
fixed during call holding time. Because the transmission rate of rate-adaptive video calls
is reduced to accommodate handoff calls, both handoff voice calls and handoff video calls
are prioritized with much lower dropping probabilities compared to the new call blocking
probabilities. Owing to the admission of more handoff calls into the system, the perfor-
mance of new call blocking probabilities of both voice and video calls is slightly reduced
compared to those obtained with the non-adaptive handoff schemes.
Figs. 6.13 - 6.15 show the effect of different prescribed P ∗WTE values on performance
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Figure 6.10: Ratios of low quality video calls over total video calls with the packet switching
and circuit switching transmissions
comparisons. As expected, the performance in terms of new call blocking probability,
handoff call dropping probability, and the ratio of the low quality video calls over the total
ongoing video calls obtained with a less stringent P ∗WTE value 10
−4 significantly outperforms
that obtained with a more stringent P ∗WTE value 10
−5.
Performance evaluation of the proposed adaptive resource reservation scheme and adap-
tive handoff priority scheme supporting multimedia applications is also investigated via
simulations. As mentioned in Chapter 1, resource reservation for wideband video calls
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Voice −−− adaptive scheme
Video −−− adaptive scheme
Voice −−− non−adaptive scheme
Video −−− non−adaptive scheme
Figure 6.11: New call blocking probability with the adaptive priority and non-adaptive
handoff schemes
will result in inefficient utilization of radio resources and degrade system performance. So,
in the simulation, resource reservation for a potential video handoff call will only provide
low-quality service. With a successful resource reservation, and if after a successful handoff
there is still enough spare resource left, the low-quality video call will be provided with
high-quality service. Therefore, the ratio of the number of low-quality video calls over the
total number of video calls in the system can be kept at a low value. Also in this case,
the GoS function defined in (2.7) in Chapter 2, and the new call blocking and handoff call
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New voice traffic load (Erlang)
Voice −−− adaptive scheme
Video −−− adaptive scheme
Voice −−− non−adaptive scheme

















Figure 6.12: Handoff call dropping probability with the adaptive priority and non-adaptive
handoff schemes
dropping rates that drive the adjustment of the reservation-request time threshold, need
to be modified as:




Rb = υvoiceRbvoice + υvideoRbvideo
Rd = ωvoiceRdvoice + ωvideoRdvideo .
(6.5)
Here υvoice and υvideo are the ratio of the number of new voice and new video call arrivals
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Video −−− P
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*  = 10−4
Voice −−− P
WTE
*  = 10−5
Video −−− P
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*  = 10−5
Figure 6.13: New call blocking probability with P ∗WTE being 10
−4 and 10−5
over the total new calls arrival events, and ωvoice and ωvideo are the ratio of the number
of handoff voice and handoff video call arrivals over the total handoff call arrival events,
respectively. The definition of Rb and Rd in this form combines new call blocking and
handoff dropping events from both the voice and the video calls.
Table. 6.7 demonstrates the GoS performance with the new voice call arrival rate being
0.12, 0.125 and 0.13 calls/sec. The new video call arrival rate is fixed at 0.12 calls/sec. The
ratio of the number of pedestrian to vehicle users is set to be 0.7 and the call admission
region is derived with P ∗WTE equal to 10
−4. Table. 6.7 also shows the significant GoS
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Figure 6.14: Handoff call dropping probability with P ∗WTE being 10
−4 and 10−5
performance improvement as compared with the other two schemes.
Table 6.7: GoS performance (the ratio of the number of pedestrian to vehicle users = 0.7,
P ∗WTE = 10
−4)
λnvoice(calls/sec) 0.12 0.125 0.13
spec RPSS 0.0879 0.0926 0.1089
spec time 0.0741 0.0857 0.0985
comm time 0.0442 0.0519 0.0627
improvement over spec RPSS 49.7% 43.9% 42.4%
improvement over spec time 40.4% 39.4% 36.4%
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Figure 6.15: Ratio of low quality video calls over total video calls with P ∗WTE being 10
−4
and 10−5
Fig. 6.16 shows the GoS performance vs. different reservation-request time threshold
with different traffic load. With the new voice call arrival rate increasing from 0.12 calls/sec
to 0.13 calls/sec, the reservation-request time threshold that achieves minimum GoS per-
formance increases from 1 to 3 s. This is because (1) high traffic load increases resource
occupation, which reduces the possibility of a successful resource reservation; and (2) high
traffic load introduces high handoff call arrival rate, which requires a large Trev value to
get the required resource ready.
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New voice call arrival rate = 0.12 calls/sec
New voice call arrival rate = 0.125 calls/sec
New voice call arrival rate = 0.13 calls/sec
Figure 6.16: GoS performance vs. reservation-request time threshold with the new voice
call arrival rate being 0.12, 0.125 and 0.13 calls/s
Fig. 6.17 shows the GoS performance adaptation to varying traffic load. The new call
arrival rate is changed from 0.12 calls/sec to 0.14 calls/sec for demonstration purposes.
Here only the curve with c = 2 is shown because in this case c = 2 achieves the minimum
Rb/Rd variance of 6.0958. This value is much greater than 0.0725 obtained in a homoge-
neous system supporting voice traffic alone due to the fact that (1) resource reservation
for wideband video calls in a target cell causes severe resource utilization degradation and
accordingly causes much higher new call blocking and handoff call dropping events; (2)
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complete resource sharing between narrow-band voice traffic and wideband video traffic
will affect greatly on call admission decisions for each type of traffic, especially voice traffic
performance is severely impacted by video traffic call admission control.























0.13 calls/sec 0.14 calls/sec 
Ratio of the no. of  
pedestrian to vehicle
users = 0.7          
Figure 6.17: GoS performance vs. simulation time with the ratio of the number of pedes-
trian to vehicle users being 0.7 and c = 2
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6.4 Summary
Numerical results have been presented in this chapter to demonstrate the performance
of the proposed adaptive resource reservation scheme and the proposed handoff priority
scheme supporting multimedia applications in a cellular CDMA system. The results show
that:
• the cell capacity derivation considers the effect of imperfect power control and dis-
tinguish three kinds of interference;
• the proposed packet scheduling scheme can provide connections of different traffic
types with different packet loss rate requirements and guarantee fairness among the
connections of the same traffic type;
• different packet error rate due to wireless transmission and packet loss rate pairs have
different effects on the call admission region derivation;
• a loose wireless transmission error constraint can increase cell capacity and result
in better multiplexing gain at the link layer where multiple users share the same
transmission media;
• compared with other resource reservation schemes in the literature, the proposed
adaptive resource reservation scheme based on the reservation-request time threshold
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not only can achieve better GoS performance, but also can adapt to both user mobility
randomness and traffic load variation;
• compared with non-adaptive handoff schemes, service adaptation of rate-adaptive
video calls to the available resources can improve handoff call dropping probability,
while keeping the ratio of the number of low-quality video calls over the total number
of video calls low to maintain service satisfaction.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Summary of contributions
A novel adaptive resource reservation scheme and a handoff priority scheme supporting
multimedia applications have been proposed and evaluated. The schemes are based on
the uplink cell capacity estimation and call admission region derivation with a new packet
scheduling scheme for a cellular CDMA system by jointly taking the physical layer, the link
layer, the network layer characteristics, the traffic characteristics, and the user mobility
characteristics into account. The proposed schemes achieve effective and efficient handoff
priority and radio resource utilization, which can both guarantee user satisfaction and
benefit service providers. The main contributions of this thesis are listed as follows.
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• Uplink cell capacity is properly estimated for a cellular CDMA network with the
consideration of three types of interference from users connected to and power con-
trolled by the reference BS, handoff users connected to the reference BS but power
controlled by one of its neighboring BS, and users in the outer cells;
• An efficient packet scheduling and partial packets integration scheme is proposed to
provide the required packet loss rate to different types of traffic and make efficient
use of the limited radio resources;
• A call admission region for call admission control and handoff management is ef-
fectively derived, which guarantees the bit error rate requirement with the limited
simultaneously transmitted packets and guarantees the packet loss rate requirement
with the proposed packet scheduling scheme;
• The relation between the bit error rate due to wireless transmission and the packet
loss rate due to link layer congestion is derived and the effect of the relation pair on
call admission region is discussed;
• A user mobility model mimicking practical user movement is applied to the resource
reservation scheme for accurate handoff prediction;
• An adaptive resource reservation scheme is developed whereby the introduced reservation-
request time threshold can adapt to both user mobility and traffic variation to track
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handoff attempts closely for better handoff performance and resource utilization.
• A pooling algorithm is proposed which makes the reserved resources a common pool
for all the coming handoff calls to improve multiplexing gain, to eliminate false re-
source reservation and to simplify signaling process;
• An adaptive handoff priority scheme for multimedia traffic is proposed whereby the
rate-adaptive high-quality video calls can be temporarily converted to low-quality
service when a handoff call arrives and there are no spare resources available for
handoff priority. Whenever there is resource release due to either call termination or
call handoff to neighboring cells, the low-quality video call will try to improve service
quality to keep the ratio of the number of low-quality video calls over the total video
calls as low as possible.
7.2 Future work
Future wireless communication systems will have higher capacity, higher data transmission
rates, more advanced services and flexible QoS provisioning, seamless handoff and user
roaming among different networks. As this thesis focuses mainly on handoff initiation and
handoff execution with immediate resource reallocation for realtime traffic, future research
work on handoff management will also be extended to many other aspects.
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• Development of inter-switch handoff algorithms and their performance evaluations.
The inter-switch handoff is characterized by a long handoff delay which will have an
effect on realtime services. To achieve a mean handoff delay that satisfies a prescribed
delay tolerance is of great importance, and will entail a study of the manner in which
inter-switch handoff is initiated and executed.
• As the Internet is becoming increasingly popular, IP may potentially become the uni-
versal network-layer protocol for both wireline and wireless communications. Handoff
supports in mobile IP networks usually rely on rerouting algorithms, packet data de-
livery systems, etc.. To achieve fast handoff, a direct path from the old BS and the
target new BS is established for packet forwarding. From the end correspondents’
perspective, this kind of routing may not be optimal and sometimes the old BS might
also become the bottleneck when many handoffs take place simultaneously. There-
fore, optimal rerouting will gain more attention in future wireless Internet systems.
• In soft handoff, as two or more associated BS are transmitting the same copy of data
to one MS, how to coordinate and reorder the transmission of multiple copies among
the associated BSs, especially when the involved BSs belong to different systems,
needs further investigation.
• As the cellular wireless networks are growing rapidly, other air interfaces, such as
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Bluetooth, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Ad Hoc, sensor network, satellite
network have come into being and developed. It is expected that users may wish
to access different systems according to the time, location, service availability, or
other conditions. Therefore, internetworking among different kinds of wireless ac-
cess networks, and the capability of seamless handoff among these networks will be
of paramount importance. It needs standardized network architecture for regional,
national and global services.
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